Brief Overview

It takes immense pleasure introducing LEADERS for Supplies and
Trading S.A.E., which has more than 18 years of experience as
suppliers of the most innovated technologies for surface
preparation using Sandblasting, related Airless painting
equipment, Blasting Abrasive, shot blasting machines, high
pressure water jet machines. In addition of serving a wide well
known names at these fields.
In addition of serving a wide pioneer names at these fields. Our
products are from the strongest industrial areas such as Germany,
UK, USA, India, Korea, Australia and Taiwan.

Vision
To be the well-known company in surface
preparation consultancy in addition to machines
supplier in Africa and Middle East, within five
years.

Our goal is to contribute to the advancement and
progress of our customers, by supplying products
of the best quality, durability, on top of that the
lowest prices .

Vision and Mission

Mission

Vendors

Surface preparation world has non stoppable
innovations; in every single second, there is a new
invention to make work easy, simple, adequate on top of
that in a high quality.
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Surface preparation world has non stoppable innovations; in
every single second, there is a new invention to make work
easy, simple, adequate on top of that in a high quality.
We believe in compatibility of several products to
reach integrity, here in after a set of surface preparation tools
even by sand blasting, high pressure water jetting or closed
systems, moreover the coating system equipment for a clean,
neat long lasting surface.
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Who we are
The company was founded in 2004 by experienced professionals from the mobile surface preparation
technology. “Make it different, make it better, create more tailored and lucrative solutions for the
customer “- these were the driving forces behind the foundation.
Our “Make it different, do it better “is accepted by the market: Today IMPACTS has a sister company in
the USA, worldwide 18 sales partners and a global network of experts. Meanwhile we export to 25
countries. The main markets include Germany, France, the USA and China.
What makes us special?
Each new product development takes its start on the client side. If you like, we do what the customer
wants. Or with other words: From a specific need or even a vague idea of our client, we develop a
concrete solution – a new component, a new design or a new application.

This is very much appreciated by our satisfied customers with whom we have a very open and very
honest relationship. Personal contact is our top priority.
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If individual product solutions are sought, we are characterized by short response times: that means
between the needs analysis, the design and the final implementation are usually only a few months.
Nothing is impossible.
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The complete range of floor grinding machines
HTC floor grinding machines are appreciated by thousands of
customers all over the world. The grinding machines are available in
several different sizes and versions depending on your needs and
demands. As the leading manufacturer and supplier of floor grinding
equipment we have the largest range of floor grinding machines. Our
floor grinders cover everything from edge grinding to grinding of
huge areas of thousands of square meters. The machines are just as
effective for floor preparation as they are during floor polishing.
Combined with HTC's dust extractors and diamond tools we offer a
complete system which guarantees that you finish the job with the
best result and economy.

AIRTEC TECHNOLOGY
AIRTEC your reliable and experienced Partner for Surface Preparation Equipment and Tools. It is our Policy
to develop constantly new and innovative Ideas for the best Floor Preparation with Quality and Service
since 1974.
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We believe in compatibility of several products to
reach integrity, here in after a set of surface preparation
tools even by sand blasting, high pressure water jetting or
closed systems, moreover the coating
system equipment for a clean, neat long lasting surface.
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Major Customers

Business Name :
Business Address :
Nature of Business :

Hassan NASHED
Villa no. 7119, Street no. 17, Al Moqattam,
Cairo, Egypt

Supplies and Trading

Experience :

20 Years

Contact Numbers :

S.A.E
Telefax:
Mobile:

+2 02 250 41 410
+2 02 250 41 411
+20122 239 444 1

Email :

info@leaders-egy.net

Website :

www.leaders-egy.net

Business Profile

Kind of Ownership :

Thank You

